This paper presents the MacSaar system developed to identify complex words in English texts. MacSaar participated in the SemEval 2016 task 11: Complex Word Identification submitting two runs. The system is based on the assumption that complex words are likely to be less frequent and on average longer than words considered to be simple. We report results of 82.5% accuracy and 27% F-Score using a Random Forest Classifier. The best MacSaar submission was ranked 8 th in terms of FMeasure among 45 entries.
Introduction
Complex Word Identification (CWI) is the task of automatically identifying complex words in texts. It is considered a sub-task carried out in most lexical simplification pipelines (Paetzold and Specia, 2015) . In this step, complex words, which are likely to be difficult words for readers and language learners, are identified so they can be substituted for simpler ones (Specia et al., 2012; Shardlow, 2013) . Lexical simplification methods are usually integrated into text simplification systems developed for a particular target population (e.g. people with reading impairment or dyslexia, language learners, etc.) (Siddharthan, 2014) .
Given a sentence, a CWI system is trained to identify words which are considered by readers to be complex. To give an example, let us consider the following sentence extracted from the SemEval CWI task training set:
(1) Leo took an oath of purgation concerning the charges brought against him , and his opponents were exiled.
Taking Example 1 into account, the task of the CWI system is to assign as complex the four underlined words, namely: oath, purgation, charges, and exiled. But what makes these words complex and not, for example, opponents or took?
In the lexical simplification literature, the term complex is a synonym for difficult or complicated. For practical purposes, we consider as complex words those that were assigned by a pool of human annotators, provided by the organizers of the CWI task, as difficult to be understood due to several factors that we will discuss in this paper. This is a readability notion that is not necessarily related to intrinsic linguistic phenomena (e.g. word formation). 1
Motivation
MacSaar participated in the CWI SemEval task interested in two aspects of complex words. The first one is related to communication principles, or in other words, what makes words complex or simple to readers. One of our assumptions is that complex words tend to be less frequent in general language corpora than simple words. The second aspect is language learning. Lexical and text simplification methods are very important to produce simpler texts 1 It is important to note that the definition of complex used here is different from that used in Morphology, where complex words are defined as compound words or words composed of multiple morphs as opposed to simplex words which are words with no affixes and not part of compounds (e.g. happy is a simplex word and unhappiness is a complex one) (Adams, 2001 ).
targeted at language learners which facilitate reading comprehension.
In communication theory, the cooperative principle states that interlocutors cooperate and mutually accept one another to be understood in a particular way to optimize each interaction (Grice, 1975) . Interactions should take what Grice describes as the four maxims into account: quality, quantity, relevance, and manner.
We relate the maxim of manner to the usage of simple words that a learner will hear more frequently than complex words. Therefore, it should be possible to determine whether a word is complex or simple by observing Zipfian frequency distributions computed from suitable text corpora (Zipf, 1949) . Another aspect to consider is the length of the words. Words that are more frequent tend to be shorter as noted by Zipf: 'the magnitude of words tends, on the whole, to stand in an inverse (not necessarily proportionate) relationship to the number of occurrences ' (Zipf, 1935) . That said, our approach takes both frequency and word length into account to determine whether a word is complex or not.
Finally, another aspect that we take into account is the difficulty in vocabulary acquisition that is related to the spelling of complex words (Xu et al., 2011; Dahlmeier et al., 2013) . Educational applications that are tailored towards non-native speakers use character-level n-grams to identify possible spelling errors that language learner make. Thus making character combinations another interesting aspect to be consider in this task.
Related Work
CWI is a sub-task included in many lexical and text simplification systems. Lexical simplification, as the name suggests, focuses only on the substitution of complex words for simpler words in texts whereas text simplification comprises also the modification of syntactic structures to improve readability. Most text simplification systems also contain a lexical simplification module or component which often relies on the accurate identification of complex words for subsequent substitution. The three tasks are therefore inseparable.
Both lexical and text simplification approaches have been widely investigated. They have been applied to different languages, examples include: Basque (Aranzabe et al., 2012), Italian (Barlacchi and Tonelli, 2013) , Portuguese (Aluísio et al., 2008) , Spanish (Bott et al., 2012) , and the SemEval lexical simplification task for English (Specia et al., 2012) .
To the best of our knowledge, very few methods have focused solely on complex word identification prior to the CWI shared task. An exception is the work by Shardlow (2013) which compared different techniques to identify complex words.
Methods

Task and Data
The SemEval 2016 Task 11, Complex Word Identification (CWI) is a binary text classification task at the word level. Systems are trained to attribute a label of either 1 (for complex words) or 0 (for simple words) to each word in a given sentence. There are no borderline cases or gradation, all words are either complex of simple.
A tokenized data set containing English sentences annotated with the complex or simple label for each word was provided. The training set contained 2,237 sentences, and the test set contained 88,221 sentences. The shared task website 2 states that: 'the data was collected through a survey, in which 400 annotators were presented with several sentences and asked to select which words they did not understand their meaning'. There was no information of whether annotators were English native speakers.
The proportion of training vs. test instances makes the task more challenging than other similar shared tasks which provide much more training than test instances (Tetreault et al., 2013; Zampieri et al., 2015) , a common practice in text classification tasks. 3
Approach
Given the motivation described in Section 1.1, we approach the CWI task using word frequency and character-level n-gram features. 4 To emulate a language learner exposure to English, we use newspa-pers text from the English subsection of the DSL Corpus Collection to compute the word frequencies and n-gram probability used to train our classifier.
The features used are explained in detail in the following sections and summarized in 
Zipfian Features
We model the language learners perspicuity by using insights from Zipfian properties of human language. Zipf (1949) predicts that the frequency of an element from a population of n elements, ZipfFreq, is defined as follows:
where k is the rank of the word sorted by most frequent first, s is the exponent characterizing the distribution, n is the vocabulary and size H n,s is the generalized harmonic number i.e. the sum of the reciprocals of the size of vocabulary. In the simplest case, where we assume that the harmonic number and exponent to be 1, we compute ZipfFreq by taking the inverse of the the rank of a word. 5 The Zipfian frequency is a hypothetical estimate of the nature of word frequency in natural language. To account for the true frequency of the word, we calculate the non-smoothed probabilities of the count of a word divided by the number of tokens in the corpus. Formally:
where N is the number of (non-unique) words in the corpus. 5 In the actual implementation of our submission, we have taken the percentile of the word rank, i.e. the product of the rank of the word and the inverse of number of words in the vocabulary, |n|. Empirically, they have the same effect in a classification since |n| is a constant.
Character-based Features
To measure orthographic difficulty, we model word complexity by computing its (i) word length and (ii) sum probability of the character trigrams (normalized by the sum of all possible trigrams within the word). Intuitively, we could skip the normalization of the n-grams since we can assume that longer words are more complex. But we have the word length feature to account for the length of words, so the normalization of the n-grams probabilities would account for density of the n-gram probabilities independent of the length of the word.
Additionally, we computed (iii) sentence length and (iv) sum probability of the character trigrams of the sentence to account for contextual orthographic complexity with respect to the word-level spelling complexity. These sentence-level features are similar to those used in Native Language Identification (Gebre et al., 2013; Malmasi and Dras, 2015; Malmasi et al., 2015b) .
As a meta-feature that captures both word and sentential level spelling complexity, we use the proportion of word to sentence orthographic difficulty by taking the ratio of the aforementioned features (ii) and (iv).
Classifiers
We trained 3 different classifiers using the features described in Table 1 : a (i) Random Forest Classifier (RFC), (ii) Nearest Neighbor Classifier 6 (NNC) and (iii) Support Vector Machine 7 (SVM).
Nearest neighbor classifiers usually work well when the distribution between the training set data points are dense and similar to (or representative) of test set. Since there is a limitation of two official submissions, we only submitted the output generated by RFC and SVM. 8
Results
The shared task organizers reported 45 submissions to the CWI task (including baseline systems). An overview of the task containing the complete scores obtained by all participants is available in the shared task report (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) .
In Table 2 we include the top 15 submissions ranked by F-Score. We report results in terms of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F-score, and G-score. The best scores for each metric are presented in bold. 9 Our best performing system (RFC) achieved 82.5% accuracy and 27% F-Score. Our second system (SVM), scored 2.1 percentage points accuracy and 3.0 percentage points less than the one using RFC. 10 Our best submission was ranked 8 th in the CWI task in terms of both F-Score and G-Score.
We observed that some systems were trained to obtain good Recall and G-Score, for example the system ranked 13 th by team SV000gg, while others obtained high Accuracy, for example the systems by teams LTG (System1), PLUJAGH, and MAZA which obtained accuracy scores higher than 90%. No system delivered a balanced combination of both scores which confirms the difficulty of this task.
Finally, as to the performance of the NNC system, we tested the NNC model on the gold data and this system achieved 75.9% accuracy and 11% F-score. As expected, it did not perform well because of the split between training and test set.
9 G-score is the harmonic mean between Accuracy & Recall. 10 In the official CWI task scores (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) , our second system is referred to as NNC even though it used an SVM. This occurred because we substituted the output of the NNC for the SVM but were unable to change the entry's name.
Conclusion and Future Work
The two MacSaar submissions were ranked on the top half of the table, among the top 15 out of 45 entries, in the SemEval-2016 Task 11: Complex Word Identification (CWI). Our best system using a Random Forest Classifier was ranked 8 th in terms of both F-score and G-Score. This indicates that the performance we obtained can be comparable to other state-of-the-art systems for this task.
More than a good performance, we showed that the use of Zipfian features are a good source of information for this task. The frequency of occurrence and word length in complex and simple words are two interesting variables to be investigated in future work. By looking at the relationship between word frequencies and word length Piantadosi et al. (2011) states that word lengths are optimized for efficient communication and that 'information content is a considerably more important predictor of word length than frequency'. In our approach we did not take information content into account and we would like to investigate this in the future.
Another interesting, and to a certain extent surprising, outcome is that the SVM classifier did not outperform RFC using the same set of features. Due to its architecture, SVM is well-known for performing well in binary classification tasks and we would like to look analyse the most informative features and to perform error analysis to investigate the reasons for SVM's poor performance in this task.
